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Abstract A semantic embedding of quantified conditional logic in classical
higher-order logic is utilized for reducing cut-elimination in the former logic
to existing results for the latter logic.
The presented embedding approach is adaptable to a wide range of other
logics, for many of which cut-elimination is still open. However, special attention has to be payed to cut-simulation, which may render cut-elimination as
a pointless criterion.
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1 Introduction
The development of cut-free calculi for expressive logics, for example, quantified non-classical logics, is usually a non-trivial task. However, for a wide
range of logics there exists a surprisingly elegant and uniform solution: By
modeling and studying these logics as fragments of classical higher-order logic
(HOL) [1, 14] — a research direction that has recently been proposed [12] —
existing cut-elimination results for HOL can often be reused. In this article
the embedding approach is exemplarily utilized for proving cut-elimination for
quantified conditional logics (QCL).
Conditional logics [61, 30], known also as logics of normality or typicality,
have many applications including counterfactual reasoning, default reasonThis work has been supported by the German National Research Foundation (DFG) under
grant BE 2501/9-1,2.
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ing, deontic reasoning, metaphysical modeling, action planning, and reasoning
about knowledge. While there is broad literature on propositional conditional
logics only a few authors have addressed first-order extensions, those include
Delgrande [37, 36] and Friedman et al. [40].
QCL as addressed in this article includes constant- and variable-domain
first-order quantification and combines it with quantification over propositional variables. Such a rich combination has not been adressed in the literature. In particular, cut-elimination for this logic, or similarly expressive QCLs,
has not been studied yet. Only for propositional conditional logics some related work is available, for example, by Pattinson and Schröder [54] and by
Rasga [57]; cf. also the references therein.
Delgrande [37, 36] motivates the development and use of first-order conditional logics and he points to the problems of naive, constant domain quantification in this context. His framework, therefore, supports variable and constant
domain quantification over individuals, but it does not consider propositional
quantification. Moreover, cut-elimination is not addressed in his work.
Recently, a selection of Delgrande’s motivating examples has been automated with higher-order automated theorem provers [10], and the embedding
approach has provided the theoretical foundation for this practical work. Here
we utilize the embedding approach further for showing cut-elimination.
First-order quantification in conditional logics has been studied also by
Friedman et al. [40]. Their focus is on default reasoning and they develop
a subjective and statistical first-order logic of conditionals. Their conditional
logic semantics is based on plausibility measures. Again, cut-elimination is not
addressed.
Previous work [17] has studied the embedding of propositional conditional
logics in HOL. This work was subsequently extended to include first-order
and propositional quantifiers [10, 18]. However, these papers primarily focus
on demonstrating the practical feasibility of the embedding approach. Most
importantly, cut-elimination and cut-simulation is addressed in none of them.
The work presented here summarises and extends two unpublished workshop papers [11, 18] and parts of a non-refereed, invited paper [13].
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: §2 introduces QCL.
HOL, cut-elimination for HOL and cut-simulation are addressed in §3. §4
then shows how cut-elimination for QCL can be reduced to cut-elimination
for HOL; however, in some cases cut-simulation effects apply. §5 outlines how
the embedding approach can be utilized in practice. The article is concluded
in §6.

2 Quantified Conditional Logic
Propositional conditional logic is extended here with quantification over propositional variables and over individual variables. Regarding the latter constant
domains (every possible world has the same domain) and varying domains
(different possible worlds may have different domains) are supported; in this
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regard the framework below is related to that of Delgrande. However, the inclusion of propositional quantification is novel. The gained expressivity is of
crucial significance for the automation of QCLs with HOL provers and model
finders [10].
To define the formulas of QCL we start out with a denumerable set of firstorder (individual) variables IV, a denumerable set of propositional variables
PV, and a denumerable set of predicate symbols SYM (of any arity).
The atomic formulas of QCL are made up from propositional variables
P ∈ PV and from propositions k(X 1 , . . . , X n ), where k ∈ SYM is an n-ary
(n ≥ 0) predicate symbol which is applied to individual variables X 1 , . . . , X n
(with X i ∈ IV for 0 ≤ i ≤ n).
The set of QCL formulas is given as the smallest set of formulas obeying
the following conditions. Every atomic formula of QCL is also a QCL formula.
Moreover, given any QCL formulas ϕ and ψ, then ¬ϕ (negation), ϕ ∨ ψ (disjunction), ϕ ⇒ ψ (conditionality), ∀co Xϕ (constant domain quantification),
∀va Xϕ (varying domain quantification) and ∀P ϕ (propositional quantification) are also QCL formulas.
From the selected set of primitive connectives above, other logical connectives can be introduced as abbreviations: for example, ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ → ψ
(material implication), ϕ ←→ ψ and ϕ abbreviate ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ), ¬ϕ ∨ ψ,
(ϕ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → ϕ) and ¬ϕ ⇒ ϕ, respectively. ∀co and ∀va are associated with
constant domain and variable domain quantification. For ∗ ∈ {co, va}, ∃∗ Xϕ
abbreviates ¬∀∗ X¬ϕ. Syntactically, QCL can be seen as a generalization of
quantified multimodal logic where the index of modality ⇒ is a formula of the
same language. For instance, in (ϕ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ δ the subformula ϕ ⇒ ψ is the
index of the second occurrence of ⇒.
Regarding semantics, different formalizations have been proposed [51]. Here
we build on selection function semantics [61, 30], which is based on possible
world structures and has been successfully used in [52] to develop proof methods for some propositional CLs.
An interpretation is a structure M = hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii where, S is a set
of items called possible worlds, f : S × 2S 7→ 2S is the selection function, D
is a non-empty set of individuals (the constant first-order domain), D0 is a
function that assigns a non-empty subset D0 (w) of D to each possible world w
(the D0 (w) are the varying domains), Q is a non-empty collection of subsets
of S (the propositional domain), and I is a classical interpretation function
where for each n-ary predicate symbol k, I(k, w) ⊆ Dn .
A variable assignment g = (g i , g p ) is a pair of maps where, g i : IV 7→ D
maps each individual variable in IV to an object in D, and g p : PV 7→ 2D
maps each propositional variable in PV to a set of worlds in Q.
Satisfiability of a formula ϕ for an interpretation M = hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii, a
world s ∈ S, and a variable assignment g = (g i , g p ) is denoted by M, g, s |= ϕ
and defined as follows, where [a/Z]g denote the assignment identical to g
except that ([a/Z]g)(Z) = a:
M, g, s |= k(X 1 , ... , X n ) if and only if hg i (X 1 ), ... , g i (X n )i ∈ I(k, s)
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M, g, s |= P if and only if s ∈ g p (P )
M, g, s |= ¬ϕ if and only if M, g, s 6|= ϕ (that is, not M, g, s |= ϕ)
M, g, s |= ϕ ∨ ψ if and only if M, g, s |= ϕ or M, g, s |= ψ
M, g, s |= ∀co Xϕ if and only if M, ([d/X]g i , g p ), s |= ϕ for all d ∈ D
M, g, s |= ∀va Xϕ if and only if M, ([d/X]g i , g p ), s |= ϕ for all d ∈ D0 (s)
M, g, s |= ∀P ϕ if and only if M, (g i , [p/P ]g p ), s |= ϕ for all p ∈ Q
M, g, s |= ϕ ⇒ ψ if and only if M, g, t |= ψ for all t ∈ S such that t ∈ f (s, [ϕ])
where [ϕ] = {u | M, g, u |= ϕ}
An interpretation M = hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii is a QCL model if for every variable assignment g and every formula ϕ, the set of worlds {s ∈ S | M, g, s |= ϕ}
is a member of Q. This requirement, which is inspired by Fitting [38], Def. 3.5,
ensures a natural correspondence to Henkin models in HOL.
As usual, a QCL formula ϕ is valid in a QCL model M = hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii,
denoted with M |=QCL ϕ, if and only if for all worlds s ∈ S and variable
assignments g holds M, g, s |= ϕ. A formula ϕ is valid, denoted |=QCL ϕ, if
and only if it is valid in every QCL model.
Most interestingly, QCL subsumes normal (quantified) modal logics, since
ϕ can be defined as an abbreviation for ¬ϕ ⇒ ϕ; cf. [61].
Note that f is defined to take [ϕ], called the proof set of ϕ with respect
to a given QCL model M , instead of ϕ. This approach has the consequence
of forcing the so-called normality property: given a QCL model M , if ϕ and
ϕ0 are equivalent, i.e., they are satisfied in the same set of worlds, then they
index the same formulas with respect to the ⇒ modality.
The axiomatic counterpart of the normality condition is given by the rule
RCEA, which expresses a replacement property for equivalent formulas on the
left-hand side of a conditional formula:
ϕ ↔ ϕ0
(ϕ ⇒ ψ) ↔ (ϕ0 ⇒ ψ)

(RCEA)

Moreover, it can be easily shown that the above semantics forces also the
following rules to hold (RCEC expresses a right-hand side replacement property analogous to RCEA, and RCK expresses compatibility of the right-hand
side of conditional formulas with conjunction):
ϕ ↔ ϕ0
(ψ ⇒ ϕ) ↔ (ψ ⇒ ϕ0 )

(RCEC)

(ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn ) ↔ ψ
(ϕ0 ⇒ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕ0 ⇒ ϕn ) → (ϕ0 ⇒ ψ)

(RCK)

We refer to QCK (cf. CK in [31]) as the minimal QCL closed under rules
RCEA, RCEC and RCK. In what follows, only QCLs extending QCK are
considered.
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The admissibility of the rules RCEA, RCK and RCEC for QCL can be
quickly proved by automated theorem provers when utilizing the embedding
approach. That is, these rules are automatically entailed in the approach and
can therefore be omitted; cf. [17] and §5.

3 Classical Higher-order Logic
Predicate logic with higher-order quantification was developed first by Frege
in his Begriffsschrift [39] and by Russell in his ramified theory of types [58],
which was later simplified by others, including Chwistek and Ramsey [56, 35],
Carnap, and finally Church [34] in his simple theory of types, also referred to
as classical higher-order logic (HOL).
HOL bases both terms and formulas on simply typed λ-terms and the
equality of terms and formulas is given by equality of such λ-terms. The use of
the λ-calculus has some major advantages. For example, λ-abstractions over
formulas allow the explicit naming of sets and predicates, something that is
achieved in set theory via the comprehension axioms. Another advantage is,
that the complex rules for quantifier instantiation at first-order and higherorder types is completely explained via the rules of λ-conversion (the so-called
rules of α-, β-, and η-conversion) which were proposed earlier by Church [32,
33]. These two advantages are heavily exploited in our embedding of QCL in
HOL in §4.
For defining the language HOL, we first introduce the set T of simple
types: As usual, we assume that T is freely generated from a set of basic types
BT ⊇ {o, i} using the function type constructor . o denotes the (bivalent)
set of Booleans, and i a non-empty set of individuals. Further base types may
be added, and we will in fact exploit a third base type u in §4.
For the definition of HOL, we start out with a family of denumerable
sets of typed constant symbols (Cα )α∈T , called signature, and a family of
denumerable sets of typed variable symbols (Vα )α∈T . We employ Church-style
typing, where each term tα explicitly encodes its type information in subscript
α.
The language of HOL is given as the smallest set of terms obeying the
following conditions. Every typed constant symbol cα ∈ Cα and every typed
variable symbol Xα ∈ Vα are HOL terms of type α. If Xα ∈ Vα is a typed
variable symbol and sβ is an HOL term of type β, then (λXα sβ )αβ , called
abstraction, is an HOL term of type α  β. If sαβ and tα are HOL terms
of types α  β and α, respectively, then (sαβ tα )β , called application, is an
HOL term of type β.
The above definition encompasses the simply typed λ-calculus. In order
to extend this base framework into HOL we simply ensure that the signature (Cα )α∈T provides a sufficient selection of primitive logical connectives.
Without loss of generality, we here assume the following primitive logical connectives to be part of the signature: ¬oo ∈ Coo , ∨ooo ∈ Cooo and
Π(αo)o ∈ C(αo)o (for each type α). The denotation of these special con-
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stant symbols is fixed below according to their intended meaning. HOL is thus
a logic of terms in the sense that the formulas of HOL are given as the terms
of type o.
In addition to the primitive logical connectives selected above, we could
assume choice operators (αo)α ∈ C(αo)α (for each type α) and primitive equality =ααα ∈ Cααα (for each type α), abbreviated as =α , in the
signature. We are not pursuing this here.
Type information as well as brackets may be omitted if obvious from the
context. For example, we may write (s ∨ t) instead of ((∨ooo so )to ).
From the selected set of primitive connectives, other logical connectives
can be introduced as abbreviations: for example, ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ → ψ, and ϕ ←→ ψ
abbreviate ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ), ¬ϕ ∨ ψ, and (ϕ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → ϕ), respectively.
Binder notation ∀Xα so is used as an abbreviation for Π(αo)o λXα so .
Equality can actually be defined in HOL by exploiting Leibniz’ principle,
expressing that two objects are equal if they share the same properties. Leibniz
.α
.α
equality = at type α is thus defined as sα = tα := ∀Pαo (¬P s ∨ P t).
Each occurrence of a variable in a term is either bound by a λ or free. We
use f ree(s) to denote the set of free variables of s (i.e., variables with a free
occurrence in s). We consider two terms to be equal if the terms are the same
up to the names of bound variables (i.e., we consider α-conversion implicitly).
A term s is closed if f ree(s) is empty.
Substitution of a term sα for a variable Xα in a term tβ is denoted by [s/X]t.
Since we consider α-conversion implicitly, we assume the bound variables of t
avoid variable capture.
Well-known operations and relations on HOL terms include βη-normalization and βη-equality, denoted by s =βη t, β-reduction and η-reduction. A
β-redex (λXs)t β-reduces to [t/X]s. An η-redex λX(sX) where variable X is
not free in s, η-reduces to s. We write s =β t to mean s can be converted to t
by a series of β-reductions and expansions. Similarly, s =βη t means s can be
converted to t using both β and η.
For each simply typed λ-term s there is a unique β-normal form (denoted
s↓β ) and a unique βη-normal form (denoted s↓βη ). From this fact we know
s ≡β t (s ≡βη t) if and only if s↓β ≡ t↓β ( s↓βη ≡ t↓βη ).
Remember, that formulas are defined as terms of type o. A non-atomic
formula is any formula whose β-normal form is of the form (cs) or ((cs)t)
where c is a primitive logical connective. An atomic formula is any other
formula.
The semantics of HOL is well understood and thoroughly documented in
the literature. Here we briefly recapitulate some essential aspects. A more
detailed overview can be found in Benzmüller and Miller [20].
Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [42] can be extended directly to HOL since
second-order quantification can be used to define Peano arithmetic: that is,
there is a “true” formula of HOL (or any extension of it) that is not provable.
The notion of truth here, however, is that arising from what is called the
standard model of HOL in which a functional type, say, α  β, contains all
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functions from the type α to the type β. Moreover, the type o is assumed to
contain exactly two truth values, namely truth and falsehood.
Henkin [44] introduced a broader notion of general model in which a type
contains “enough” functions but not necessarily all functions. Henkin then
showed soundness and completeness. More precisely, he showed that provability in HOL coincides with truth in all general models (the standard one as
well as the non-standard ones).
Andrews [4] provided an improvement on Henkin’s definition of general
models by replacing the notion that there be enough functions to provide
denotations for all formulas of HOL with a more direct means to define general models based on combinatory logic. Andrews [3] points out that Henkin’s
definition of general model technically was in error since his definition of general models admitted models in which the axiom of functional extensionality
does not hold. Andrews then showed that there is a rather direct way to fix
that problem by shifting the underlying logical connectives away from the
usual Boolean connectives and quantifiers for a type-indexed family of connectives {Qτ τ o }τ in which Qτ τ o denotes equality at type τ . An indirect
solution, which we also employ here, is to presuppose the presence of the identity relations in all domains Dααo , which ensures the existence of unit sets
{a} ∈ Dαo for all elements a ∈ Dα . The existence of these unit sets in turn
ensures that Leibniz equality indeed denotes the intended (fully extensional)
identity relation.
Thus, Henkin models with Andrews’ correction are fully extensional, i.e.,
they validate the functional and Boolean extensionality axioms. The Boolean
extensionality axiom (abbreviated as Bo ) is given as
.o
∀Ao ∀Bo (A ←→ B) → A = B
The infinitely many functional extensionality axioms (abbreviated as Fαβ )
are parameterized over α, β ∈ T . They are given as
.β
. α→β
∀Fα→β ∀Gα→β (∀Xα F X = GX) → F =
G
The construction of non-functional models has been pioneered by Andrews
[2]. In Andrews’s so-called v-complexes, which are based on Schütte’s semivaluation method [59], both the functional and the Boolean extensionality
principles fail. Assuming β-equality, functional extensionality splits into two
.
weaker and independent principles η (F = λXF X, if X is not free in term
.
.
F ) and ξ (from ∀X.F = G infer λXF = λXG, where X may occur free
in F and G). Conversely, βη-conversion, which is built-in in many modern
implementations of HOL, together with ξ implies functional extensionality.
Boolean extensionality, however, is independent of any of these principles. A
whole landscape of respective notions of models structures between Andrews’s
v-complexes and Henkin semantics that further illustrate and clarify the above
connections has been developed by Benzmüller, Brown and Kohlhase [14, 26,
6], and an alternative development and discussion has been contributed by
Muskens [50].
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The semantics of choice for the remainder of this work is Henkin semantics,
i.e., we work with Henkin’s general models. Henkin models (and standard
models) are introduced next. We start out with introducing frame structures.
A frame D is a collection {Dα }α∈T of nonempty sets Dα , such that Do =
{T, F } (for truth and falsehood). The Dα→β are collections of functions mapping Dα into Dβ .
A model for HOL is a tuple M = hD, Ii, where D is a frame, and I is a
family of typed interpretation functions mapping constant symbols pα ∈ Cα to
appropriate elements of Dα , called the denotation of pα (the logical connectives
¬, ∨, and ∀ are always given the standard denotations, cf. below). Moreover,
we assume that the domains Dα→α→o contain the respective identity relations.
Variable assignments are a technical aid for the subsequent definition of an
interpretation function k.kM,g for HOL terms. This interpretation function is
parametric over a model M and a variable assignment g.
A variable assignment g maps variables Xα to elements in Dα . g[d/W ]
denotes the assignment that is identical to g, except for variable W , which is
now mapped to d.
The denotation ksα kM,g of an HOL term sα on a model M = hD, Ii under
assignment g is an element d ∈ Dα defined in the following way:
kpα kM,g = I(pα )
kXα kM,g = g(Xα )
k(sα→β tα )β kM,g = ksα→β kM,g (ktα kM,g )
k(λXα sβ )α→β kM,g = the function f from Dα to Dβ such that f (d) =
ksβ kM,g[d/Xα ] for all d ∈ Dα
5. k(¬o→o so )o kM,g = T if and only if kso kM,g = F
6. k((∨o→o→o so ) to )o kM,g = T if and only if kso kM,g = T or kto kM,g = T
7. k(∀(α→o)→o (λXα so ))o kM,g = T if and only if for all d ∈ Dα we have
kso kM,g[d/Xα ] = T
1.
2.
3.
4.

A model M = hD, Ii is called a standard model if and only if for all
α, β ∈ T we have Dα→β = {f | f : Dα −→ Dβ }. In a Henkin model (general
model) function spaces are not necessarily full. Instead it is only required that
Dα→β ⊆ {f | f : Dα −→ Dβ } (for all α, β ∈ T ) and that the valuation
function k · kM,g from above is total (i.e., every term denotes). Any standard
model is obviously also a Henkin model.
Truth in a model, validity in a model M and general validity are defined as
usual: An HOL formula so is true in model M for world w under assignment
g if and only if kso kM,g = T ; this is also denoted by M, g |=HOL so . An HOL
formula so is called valid in M , which is denoted by M |=HOL so , if and only
if M, g |=HOL so for all assignments g. Moreover, a formula so is called valid,
which we denote by |=HOL so , if and only if so is valid for all M . Finally, we
define S |=HOL so for a set of HOL formulas S if and only if M |=HOL so for
all models M with M |=HOL to for all to ∈ S.
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3.1 Cut-free Sequent Calculi for HOL
Cut-free sequent calculi for elementary type theory and fragments of it have
been studied by Takeuti [66], Schütte [59], Tait [64], Takahashi [65], Prawitz
[55], and Girard [41]. Andrews [2] used the abstract consistency principle of
Smullyan [60] in order to give a proof of the completeness of resolution in
elementary type theory. Takeuti [68] presented a cut-free sequent calculus with
extensionality that is complete for Henkin models. The abstract consistency
proof technique, as used by Andrews, has been further extended and applied
in [47, 6, 26, 14–16, 29] to obtain cut-elimination results for different systems
between elementary type theory and HOL.
We here present the cut-free, sound and complete, one-sided sequent calculus Gβfb for HOL (without choice) by Benzmüller, Brown and Kohlhase [16].
In the context of this work, a sequent is a finite set ∆ of β-normal closed
formulas. A sequent calculus G provides an inductive definition for when `G ∆
holds. A sequent calculus rule
···

∆1

∆n

r

∆
is admissible in G if `G ∆ holds whenever `G ∆i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 1 (Sequent calculus Gβfb ) Let ∆ and ∆0 be finite sets of βnormal closed formulas of HOL and let ∆, s denote the set ∆ ∪ {s}. The
sequent calculus Gβfb comprises the following rules:
∆, s

Basic Rules

∆, ¬¬s

∆, ¬ (sl)yβ

G(¬)

∆, ¬s

∆, ¬(s ∨ t)

lα closed term

∆, ¬Π α s

∆, ¬t

G(Π−l )

∆, s, t

G(∨− )


∆, (sc)yβ

∆, (s ∨ t)

cδ new symbol

∆, s, ¬s
.o
∆, (s = t) s,t atomic
∆, ¬s, t

.β

∆, (∀Xα sX = tX)y

β

Extensionality

. α→β
∆, (s =
t)

G(f)

.α
.α
∆, (s1 = 1 t1 ) · · · ∆, (sn = n tn )
Decomposition

G(Π+c )

∆, Π α s
s atomic (and β-normal)

Initialization

G(∨+ )

.β
∆, (hsn = htn )

G(init)

.
G(Init = )

∆, ¬s, t

∆, ¬t, s
G(b)
.o
∆, (s = t)

n ≥ 1, β ∈ {o, ι},
hαn →β ∈ Σ

G(d )
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Theorem proving in Gβfb works as follows:1 In order to prove that a (closed)
conjecture formula c logically follows from a (possibly empty) set of (closed)
axioms {a1 , . . . , an }, we start from the initial sequent ∆ := {c, ¬a1 , . . . , ¬an }
and reason backwards by applying the respective calculus rules. We are done,
if all branches of the proof tree can be closed by an application of the G(init)
rule. In this case `Gβfb ∆ := {c, ¬a1 , . . . , ¬an } holds, which means that the
conjecture c logically follows from the axioms a1 , . . . , an within calculus Gβfb .
Soundness and completeness of Gβfb for HOL with Henkin semantics has
been established in [16].
Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness Gβfb for HOL)
|=HOL s if and only if `Gβfb {s}
More generally, {a1 , . . . , an } |=HOL s if and only if `Gβfb {s, ¬a1 , . . . , ¬an }.
Note that rule G(cut)
∆, s

∆, ¬s

G(cut)

∆
is not available in Gβfb . Hence, cut-elimination holds [16].
Theorem 2 (Cut-Elimination) The rule G(cut) is admissible in Gβfb .
In spite of their cut-freeness, both calculi are obviously only mildly suited
for automation. One reason is that they are blindly guessing instantiations l
in rule G(Π−l ). Another reason is that the treatment of equality in both calculi
.
relies on Leibniz equality =. Support for primitive equality is not provided. The
problem with Leibniz equality (or other forms of defined equality) is that it
threatens cut-freeness of the calculi by allowing for simulations (admissibility)
of the cut rule. The problem of cut-simulation, which poses a thread to effective
proof automation, analogously applies to a wide range of prominent other HOL
axioms. The issue is addressed in more depth in the next subsection.

3.2 Cut-Simulation in HOL
It is exemplarily illustrated why Leibniz equality implies cut-simulation. Assume we want to study in Gβfb whether a conjecture c logically follows from an
equality axiom l = r (where l and r are some arbitrary closed terms of type
.α
α). Since primitive equality is not available we formalize the axiom as l = r
.α
and initialize the proof process with sequent ∆ := {c, ¬(l = r)}, that is, with
∆ := {c, ¬Π(λPα→o (¬P l ∨ P r)).
1 It is a recommended exercise to verify that η-equality, and hence βη-equality, is implied
by the rules of Gβfb .
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Now consider the following derivation, where s is an arbitrary (cut) formula:
∆, s
G(¬)
∆, ¬¬s
∆, ¬s
G(∨− )
∆, ¬(¬s ∨ s)
G(Π−λXs )
∆, ¬Π(λPα→o (¬P l ∨ P r))
It is easy to see that this derivation introduces a cut on formula s; in the left
branch s occurs positively and in the right branch negatively.
Cut-simulation is also enabled by the functional and Boolean extensionality
axioms, cf. Fαβ and Bo above. Instead of the extensionality rules G(f) and G(b),
as provided in calculus Gβfb , we could alternatively postulate the validity of
these axioms. For this we could replace the rules G(f) and G(b) in Gβ by the
following axiomatic extensionality rules G(Fαβ ) and G(Bo ):
∆, ¬Fαβ

α→β∈T
∆

G(Fαβ )

∆, ¬Bo
∆

G(Bo )

.
This calculus is still Henkin complete (even if rules G(d ) and G(Init = ) are
additionally removed) [16]. However, the modified calculus suffers severely
from cut-simulation. For axiom Bo this is illustrated by the following derivation
(ao is new constant symbol):
derivable .in 7 steps
..
.
∆, a ←→ a
G(¬)
∆, ¬¬(a ←→ a)

∆, ¬s
..
.. derivable in 3 steps, see above
.o
∆, ¬(a = a)
G(∨− )
.o
∆, ¬(¬(a ←→ a) ∨ a = a)
2 × G(Π−a )
∆, ¬Bo
∆, s

The left branch is closed and on the right branch an arbitrary cut formula s is
introduced. A similar derivation is enabled with axiom Fαβ (bα is new constant
symbol):
derivable in 3 steps
..
..
.β
∆, f b = f b
∆, s ∆, ¬s
G(Π+b )
..
.β
∆, (∀Xα f X = f X)
.. derivable in 3 steps
G(¬)
.β
. α→β
∆, ¬¬∀Xα f X = f X
∆, ¬(f =
f)
G(∨− )
.β
. α→β
∆, ¬(¬(∀Xα f X = f X) ∨ f =
f)
2 × G(Π−f )
∆, ¬Fαβ
In all cut-simulations above we have exploited the fact that predicate variables may be instantiated with terms that introduce arbitrary new formulas s.
At these points the subformula property breaks. At the same time this offers
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the opportunity to mimic cut-introductions by appropriately selecting such
instantiations for predicate variables. In addition to Leibniz equations and the
Boolean and functional extensionality axioms, cut-simulations are analogously
enabled by many prominent other axioms, including excluded middle, description, choice, comprehension, and induction. We may thus call these axioms
cut-strong. More details on such cut-strong axioms are provided in previous
work [16].2
Cut-simulations have in fact been extensively used in literature. For example, Takeuti showed that a conjecture of Gödel could be proved without cut by
using the induction principle instead [67]; McDowell and Miller [48] illustrate
how the induction rule can be used to hide the cut rule; and Schütte [59] used
excluded middle to similarly mask the cut rule.
For the development of automated proof procedures for HOL we thus learn
an important lesson, namely that cut-elimination and cut-simulation should
always be considered in combination: a pure cut-elimination result may indeed
mean little if at the same time axioms are assumed that support effective cutsimulation. The challenge is to develop cut-free calculi for HOL that also try to
avoid the pitfall of cut-simulations (as far as this is possible in given context).
Church’s use of the λ-calculus to build comprehension principles into the
language can therefore be seen as a first step in the program to eliminate
cut-strong axioms. Significant progress in the automation of HOL in existing prover implementations has been achieved after providing calculus level
support for extensionality and also choice (avoiding cut-simulation effects).
Respective extensionality rules have been provided for resolution [6, 7], expansion and sequent calculi [26, 27], and tableaux [29]. Similarly, choice rules have
been proposed for the various settings: sequent calculus [49], tableaux [5] and
resolution [24].
The calculi as employed by automated theorem provers Leo-II [23] and
Satallax [28] actually share significant conceptual similarities with the sequent
calculus Gβfb , in particular, regarding the handling of extensionality, and they
implement various other means to avoid cut-simulations.

4 Cut-Elimination via Semantic Embedding
With sequent calculus Gβfb an example of a cut-free calculus for HOL has been
provided. Next, QCL is modelled as a proper fragment of HOL with Henkin
semantics. This way we obtain a cut-elimination result for QCL for free.
2 Obviously, any universally quantified predicate variable (occurring negatively in the
above approach) is a possible source for cut-simulation. The challenge thus is to avoid those
predicate variables as far as possible. An axiomatic approach based on cut-strong axioms,
as proposed by several authors including e.g. [45, 46], is therefore hardly a suitable option
for the automation of HOL.
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4.1 Modeling QCL as a fragment of HOL
Regarding the particular choice of HOL, we here assume a set of basic types
BT = {o, i, u}, where o denotes the type of Booleans as before. Without
loss of generality, i is now identified with a (non-empty) set of worlds and
the additional base type u with a (non-empty) domain of individuals. The
particular choice of whether u or i is identified with individuals, respectively
worlds, is irrelevant and could be reversed. The selection here is motivated by
the idea to stay as close as possible with the choices made in previous work.
QCL formulas are now identified with certain HOL terms (predicates) of
type i  o. They can be applied to terms of type i, which are assumed to
denote possible worlds. Type i  o is abbreviated as τ in the remainder.
The mapping b·c translates QCL formulas ϕ into HOL terms bϕc of type
τ . The mapping is recursively defined:
bP c
bk(X 1 , . . . , X n )c
b¬ϕc
bϕ ∨ ψc
bϕ ⇒ ψc
b∀co Xϕc
b∀va Xϕc
b∀P ϕc

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Pτ
kun τ Xu1 . . . Xun
¬τ bϕc
∨τ τ τ bϕcbψc
⇒τ τ τ bϕcbψc
co
Π(uτ
)τ λXu bϕc
va
Π(uτ
)τ λXu bϕc
Π(τ τ )τ λPτ bϕc

Pτ is a variable of type τ and Xu1 , . . . , Xun are variables of type u. kun τ (for
n ≥ 0) is a constant symbol of type u
. .  u}  τ . ¬τ , ∨τ τ τ , ⇒τ τ τ ,
|  .{z
n

co,va
Π(uτ
)τ and Π(τ τ )τ realize the QCL connectives in HOL. They abbreviate
the following HOL terms:3

¬τ τ
∨τ τ τ
⇒τ τ τ
co
Π(uτ
)τ
va
Π(uτ
)τ
Π(τ τ )τ

= λAτ λXi ¬(A X)
= λAτ λBτ λXi (A X ∨ B X)
= λAτ λBτ λXi ∀Vi (f X A V → B V )
= λQuτ λVi ∀Xu (Q X V )
= λQuτ λVi ∀Xu (eiw V X → Q X V )
= λRτ τ λVi ∀Pτ (R P V )

Constant symbol f in the mapping of ⇒ is of type i  τ  τ . It realizes the
selection function. Constant symbol eiw (for ’exists in world’), which is of type
(τ  u)  τ , is associated with the varying domains. The interpretations of f
and eiw are chosen appropriately below. Moreover, for the varying domains a
non-emptiness axiom is postulated:
∀Wi ∃Xu (eiw W X)

(NE)

3 Note the predicate argument A of f in the term for ⇒
τ τ τ and the second-order
quantifier ∀Pτ in the term for Π(τ τ )τ . FOL encodings of both constructs, if feasible, will
be less natural.
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The above mapping induces mappings bIVc, bPVc and bSYMc of the sets
IV, PV and SYM respectively.
Analyzing the validity of a translated formula bϕc for a world represented
by term ti corresponds to evaluating the application (bϕc ti ). In line with previous work [17, 19, 21, 22], we define vldτ o = λAτ ∀Si (A S). With this definition,
validity of a QCL formula ϕ in QCK corresponds to the validity of (vld bϕc)
in HOL, and vice versa.
To prove the soundness and completeness of the above embedding, a mapping from QCL models into Henkin models is employed [10]. This mapping
utilizes a corresponding mapping of QCL variable assignments into HOL variable assignments.
Let g = (g i : IV 7→ D, g p : PV 7→ Q) be a variable assignment for QCL.
The corresponding variable assignmentbgc = (bg i c : bIVc 7→ D, bg p c : bPVc 7→
Q) for HOL is defined such that bgc(Xu ) = bgc(bXc) = g(X) and bgc(Pτ ) =
bgc(bP c) = g(P ) for all Xu ∈ bIVc and Pτ ∈ bPVc. Finally, bgc is extended to
an assignment for variables Zα of arbitrary type by choosing bgc(Zα ) = d ∈ Dα
arbitrary, if α 6= u, τ .
Definition 2 (Henkin model H M )
Given a QCL model M =
hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii. The Henkin model H M = h{Dα }α∈T , Ii for M is defined
as follows: Di is chosen as the set of possible worlds S, Du is chosen as the
first-order domain D (cf. definition of bg i c), Dτ is chosen as the set of sets of
possible worlds Q (cf. definition of bg p c)4 , and all other sets Dαβ are chosen
as (not necessarily full) sets of functions from Dα to Dβ . For all Dαβ the
rule that every term must have a denotation must be obeyed, in particular,
it is required that Dun τ , Diτ τ and Diuo contain the elements Ikun τ ,
Ifiτ τ and Ieiwiuo as characterized next. Interpretation I is constructed
as follows:
1. Let kun τ = bkc for n-ary k ∈ SYM (n ≥ 0) and let Xui = bX i c
for X i ∈ IV, i = 1, . . . , n. Ikun τ ∈ Dun τ is chosen such that
(I kun τ )(bgc(Xu1 ), . . . , bgc(Xun ), w) = T for all worlds w ∈ Di with
M, g, w |= k(X 1 , . . . , X n ), i.e., if hg i (X 1 ), . . . , g i (X n )i ∈ I(k, w). Otherwise, (I kun τ )(bgc(Xu1 ), . . . , bgc(Xun ), w) = F .
2. I fiτ τ ∈ Diτ τ is chosen such that (Ifiτ τ )(s, q, t) = T for all worlds
s, t ∈ Di and q ∈ Dτ with t ∈ f (s, {x ∈ S | q(x) = T }) in M . Otherwise,
(Ifiτ τ )(s, q, t) = F .
3. I eiwiuo ∈ Diuo is chosen such that (I eiwiuo )(s, d) = T for individuals d ∈ D0 (s) in M . Otherwise, (I eiwiuo )(s, d) = F .
4. For all other constants cα , choose Icα arbitrary.5
It is not hard to verify that H M is a Henkin model.6
4

Sets are identified with their characteristic functions.
In fact, it may be safely assumed that there are no other typed constant symbols given,
except for the symbols fiτ τ , eiwiuo , kun τ , and the logical connectives.
6 In H M we have merely fixed D = S, D = D and D = Q, and the interpretations of
u
τ
i
kun τ , fiτ τ and eiwiuo . These choices are not in conflict with any of the requirements
5
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Lemma 1 Let H M be a Henkin model for a QCL model M which validates
axiom NE. For all quantified conditional logic formulas δ, variable assignments
M
g and worlds s it holds: M, g, s |= δ if and only if kbδc Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = T .
Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of δ.
The cases for δ = P , δ = k(X 1 , . . . , X n ), δ = ¬ϕ, δ = ϕ ∨ ψ, and δ = ϕ ⇒
ψ are similar to [17], Lemma 1.
If δ = ∀va Xϕ, by definition, it holds M, g, s |= ∀va Xϕ if and only if for
all d ∈ D0 (s) we have M, ([d/Xu ]g i , g p ), s |= ϕ. By induction the latter condiM
i p
tion is equivalent to: for all d ∈ D0 (s) holds kbϕc Si kH ,b([d/Xu ]g ,g )c[s/Si ] =
M
kbϕc Si kH ,(bgc[s/Si ])[d/Xu ] = T . Due to the choice of I eiw in H M , the nonemptiness condition NE and definition of k.k this is equivalent to: for all
M
d ∈ D it holds keiw Si Xu → bϕc Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ][d/Xu ] . Hence, by definiM
tion of k.k we have that kΠ(uo)o λXu (eiw Si Xu → bϕc Si )kH ,bgc[s/Si ] =βη
M
k(λWi Π(uo)o λXu (eiw Wi Xu → bϕc Wi )) Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = T By definition
va
va
of Π(uτ
)τ , definition of b.c and definition of k.k we finally get k(Π(uτ )τ
M

M

λXu bϕc) Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = kb∀va Xϕc Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = T
The cases for δ = ∀co Xϕ and δ = ∀P ϕ are similar (actually simpler).
Theorem 3 (Soundness and Completeness of the Embedding)
|=QCL ϕ if and only if {NE } |=HOL vld bϕc
Proof (Soundness, ←) The proof is by contraposition. Assume 6|=QCL ϕ, i.e,
there is a QCL model M = hS, f, D, D0 , Q, Ii, an assignment g and a world s ∈
M
S, such that M, g, s 6|= ϕ. By Lemma 1 it holds that kbϕc Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = F
in Henkin model H M = h{Dα }α∈T , Ii for M . Furthermore, H M |=HOL {NE}.
Thus, by definition of k.k, definition of vld and since ∀Si (bϕc Si ) =βη vld bϕc
M
M
it holds that k∀Si (bϕc Si )kH ,bgc = kvld bϕckH ,bgc = F Hence, H M 6|=HOL
vld bϕc, and thus {NE} 6|=HOL vld bϕc.
(Completeness, →) The proof is again by contraposition. Assume
{NE} 6|=HOL vld bϕc, i.e., there is a Henkin model H = h{Dα }α∈T , Ii and
an assignment ψ such that H |=HOL {NE} and kvld bϕckH,ψ = F . Without loss of generality it can be assumed that Henkin model H is in fact a
Henkin model H M for a corresponding QCL model M and that ψ = bgc for
a corresponding QCL variable assignment g. By definition of k.k and since
M
vld bϕc =βη ∀Si (bϕc Si ) it holds k∀Si (bϕc Si )kH ,bgc = F , and hence, by
M
definition of vld, kbϕc Si kH ,bgc[s/Si ] = F for some s ∈ D. By Lemma 1
QCL
M, g, s 6|= ϕ, and hence 6|=
ϕ.
regarding frames and interpretations. The existence of a valuation function V for an HOL
interpretation crucially depends on how sparse the function spaces have been chosen in
frame {Dα }α∈T . Andrews [3] discusses criteria that are sufficient to ensure the existence
of a valuation function; they require that certain λ-abstractions have denotations in frame
{Dα }α∈T . Since it is explicitly required that every term denotes and since Q has been
appropriately constrained in QCL models (and hence Dio in H M ) these requirements are
met.
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This shows that QCL is a natural fragment of HOL.
Combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 1 we obtain:
Theorem 4 (Soundness and Completeness of Gβfb for QCL)
|=QCL ϕ if and only if `Gβfb {vld bϕc, ¬NE}
Since Gβfb is cut-free (Theorem 2), we thus obtain a cut-elimination result
for QCL for free.
Corollary 1 (Cut-Elimination for QCL)
G

βfb
|=QCL ϕ if and only if `cut-free
{vld bϕc, ¬NE}

The above result holds for base logic QCK. Further prominent QCLs can
be handled by simply postulating respective (combinations of) axioms, cf. the
axioms ID, MP, CS, CEM, AC, RT CV, and CA in Figure 1. Postulating these
axioms is easily possible in our framework since our notion of QCL provides
quantification over propositional variables.
Obviously, our cut-elimination result still applies to the resulting QCL
variants. The above corollary also entails a cut-elimination result for quantified
modal logic, since QCL subsumes normal modal logic as noted before.
However, we need to point again to the subtle issue of cut-simulation. In
particular, note that all axioms from Figure 1 introduce predicate variables.
Such predicate variables have been the source of the cut-simulation effects as
described before; cf. step G(Π−λXs ) on page 11.
ID
MP
CS
CEM
AC
RT
CV
CA

Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition
Axiom
Condition

A⇒A
f (w, [A]) ⊆ [A]
(A ⇒ B) → (A → B)
w ∈ [A] → w ∈ f (w, [A])
(A ∧ B) → (A ⇒ B)
w ∈ [A] → f (w, [A]) ⊆ {w}
(A ⇒ B) ∨ (A ⇒ ¬B)
|f (w, [A])| ≤ 1
(A ⇒ B) ∧ (A ⇒ C) → (A ∧ C ⇒ B)
f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] → f (w, [A ∧ B]) ⊆ f (w, [A])
(A ∧ B ⇒ C) → ((A ⇒ B) → (A ⇒ C))
f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] → f (w, [A]) ⊆ f (w, [A ∧ B])
(A ⇒ B) ∧ ¬(A ⇒ ¬C) → (A ∧ C ⇒ B)
(f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] and f (w, [A]) ∩ [C] 6= ∅) → f (w, [A ∧ C]) ⊆ [B]
(A ⇒ B) ∧ (C ⇒ B) → (A ∨ C ⇒ B)
f (w, [A ∨ B]) ⊆ f (w, [A]) ∪ f (w, [B])

Fig. 1 Conditional logic axioms and semantic conditions

In some cases, however, the semantical conditions associated with the axioms can be postulated instead in order to circumvent the effect. This is in
fact possible for many prominent modal logic axioms. For example, the corresponding semantical condition for modal axiom T: ∀ϕ(ϕ ⊃ ϕ) is ∀x(rxx)
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(where constant r denotes the associated accessibility relation). Obviously, the
latter reflexivity axiom does not support cut-simulation and it should therefore be preferred. Unfortunately, the semantical condition associated with ID,
∀Aτ ∀Wi (f W A ⊆ A), still introduces predicate variable Aτ , and so do all other
semantical conditions displayed in Figure 1. It remains future work to study
cut-simulation for the QCL axioms and their associated semantical conditions
more closely.

4.2 Other Logic Embeddings in HOL
Recent work has shown that many other challenging logics can be characterized as HOL fragments via semantic embeddings. The logics studied so far
include modal logics, intuitionistic logic, security logics, hybrid logics, logics
for time and space, and logics based on neighborhood semantics [19, 21, 22, 8,
9, 18, 17, 25, 69, 53]. The studied fragments also comprise first-order and even
higher-order extensions of non-classical logics, for which only little practical
automation support has been available so far. Most importantly, however,
combinations of embedded logics can be elegantly achieved in our approach.
And, analogous to above, cut-elimination results for these embedded logics
can be obtained “for free” by exploiting the results already achieved for HOL.
Moreover, cut-simulation effects can often be avoided.
It is important to note that the embedding approach is not only of theoretical relevance. In fact, the approach has been employed in practice in combination with existing higher-order theorem provers [10, 17, 21, 9, 22,8]. Most
importantly, we want to point to the very successful application of the approach for the verification and automation of Gödel’s ontological argument
[25]. In this work an embedding of higher-order modal logics in HOL has been
utilized, and the HOL reasoners have in fact contributed some novel insights.
The next subsection briefly illustrates how the embedding of QCL in HOL can
be utilized in practice.

5 Utilizing the Embedding Approach in Practice
Figure 2 presents the HOL encoding of QCL connectives and axiom NE in THF
syntax; THF is a concrete syntax for HOL [63]. We here introduce definitions
for the logical connectives ¬, ∨, ∧, →, ≡, ⇒, ∀co , ∀va and ∀. Further definitions,
for example, for ⊥, > or the existential quantifiers ∃∗ , can be easily added.
The content of Figure 2, if stored e.g. in a file QCL.ax, can be imported
in other files to support practical experiments with reasoning in QCL. By
employing the QCL connectives provided in QCL.ax, QCL statements can
be directly expressed and automated with off-the-shelf automated theorem
provers for HOL such as LEO-II and Satallax.7 In other words, file QCL.ax
7 Experiments with these and other reasoners for THF are supported online via Sutcliffe’s
SystemOnTPTP infrastructure [62]; cf. www.tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemOnTPTP.
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%--- file:QCL.ax
%--- type u for individuals
thf(u,type,(u:$tType)).
%--- reserved constant for selection function f
thf(f,type,(f:$i>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
%--- exists in world (eiw) predicate for varying dom.; non-emptiness axiom NE
thf(eiw,type,(eiw:$i>u>$o)).
thf(ne,axiom,(![V:$i]:?[X:u]:(eiw@V@X))).
%--- negation, disjunction, conjunction, material implication, equivalence
thf(not,type,(not:($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(or,type,(or:($i>$o)>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(and,type,(and:($i>$o)>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(impl,type,(impl:($i>$o)>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(equiv,type,(equiv:($i>$o)>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(not_def,definition,(not = (^[A:$i>$o,X:$i]:~(A@X)))).
thf(or_def,definition,(or = (^[A:$i>$o,B:$i>$o,X:$i]:((A@X)|(B@X))))).
thf(and_def,definition,(and = (^[A:$i>$o,B:$i>$o,X:$i]:((A@X)&(B@X))))).
thf(impl_def,definition,(impl = (^[A:$i>$o,B:$i>$o,X:$i]:((A@X)=>(B@X))))).
thf(equiv_def,definition,(equiv =(^[A:$i>$o,B:$i>$o,X:$i]:((A@X)<=>(B@X))))).
%--- conditionality
thf(cond,type,(cond:($i>$o)>($i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(cond_def,definition,(cond
= (^[A:$i>$o,B:$i>$o,X:$i]:![W:$i]:((f@X@A@W)=>(B@W))))).
%--- quantification (constant dom., varying dom., prop.)
thf(all_co,type,(all_co: (u>$i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(all_va,type,(all_va:(u>$i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(all,type,(all:(($i>$o)>$i>$o)>$i>$o)).
thf(all_co_def,definition,(all_co = (^[A:u>$i>$o,W:$i]:![X:u]:(A@X@W)))).
thf(all_va_def,definition,(all_va
= (^[A:u>$i>$o,W:$i]:![X:u]:((eiw@W@X)=>(A@X@W))))).
thf(all_def,definition,(all = (^[A:($i>$o)>$i>$o,W:$i]:![P:$i>$o]:(A@P@W)))).
%--- notion of validity of a conditional logic formula
thf(vld,type,(vld:($i>$o)>$o)).
thf(vld_def,definition,(vld = (^[A:$i>$o]:![S:$i]:(A@S)))).
Fig. 2 THF encoding of QCL. Some notes on THF: $i and $o represent the HOL base
types i and o. $i>$o encodes a function (predicate) type. Function or predicate application
as in (eiw V X) is encoded as ((eiw@V)@X) or simply as (eiw@V@X), i.e., function application
is represented by @. Universal quantification and λ-abstraction as in λAio ∀Si (A S) are represented as in ^[A:$i>$o]:![S:$i]:(A@S); ? is the existential quantifier, and ¬, ∨, ∧, and ⇒
(mat. impl.) are written as , |, &, and =>. Comments begin with %. Better formatted and
easier readable presentations of the THF code in this paper can easily be generated with
the TPTP tools [62] of Sutcliffe available at www.tptp.org; here the minimization of space
has been of primary interest. More information on the THF syntax (and the associated
infrastructure) is available elsewhere [63].
%--- file: RCK.p
include(’QCL.ax’).
%--- rule RCK (for n=2) is admissible
thf(rck_2,conjecture,(
(vld@(all@^[P1:$i>$o]:(all@^[P2:$i>$o]:(all@^[Q:$i>$o]:
(equiv@(and@P1@P2)@Q)))))
=>
(vld@(all@^[P0:$i>$o]:(all@^[P1:$i>$o]:(all@^[P2:$i>$o]:(all@^[Q:$i>$o]:
(impl@(and@(cond@P0@P1)@(cond@P0@P2))@(cond@P0@Q))))))) )).
Fig. 3 THF encoding of the admissibility of rule RCK (for n=2).
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turns automated theorem provers for HOL into automated theorem provers
for QCL. Moreover, the theorem provers confirm in a few milliseconds that
the definitions and axioms provided in this file are satisfiable.
An example proof problem is given in Figure 3, where the meta-logical theorem is formulated that rule RCK (for n = 2) is admissible in the embeddings
approach. Note that quantification over propositional variables is exploited
here.
The statement, stored in a file RCK.p, can be proved by the automated
theorem provers LEO-II and Satallax in a few milliseconds on a standard
notebook; further experiments have been reported in previous work [17, 10].

6 Conclusion
The embeddings approach bridges between the Tarski view of logics (for metalogic HOL) and the Kripke view (for the embedded source logics) and exploits
the fact that well-known translations of logics, respectively, their Kripke-style
semantical characterizations, can often be elegantly and directly formalized in
HOL. As demonstrated in this article for quantified conditional logics, cutelimination results can thus be very easily obtained for the embedded logics
via reduction to existing cut-elimination results for HOL. However, as also
alluded, in some cases the obtained cut-elimination results may be pointless
due to cut-simulation effects.
Cut-elimination results, as exemplarily provided in this article, are only one
prominent aspect to justify this research direction from a theoretical perspective. A more pragmatic motivation is that the embeddings approach enables
existing higher-order automated theorem proving systems to be uniformly applied to reason within and also about embedded logics and their combinations,
and respective practical evidence has already been provided in previous work.
In particular, there is not a single other implementation of a reasoner for
quantified conditional logic (or higher-order modal logic) available to date.
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